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an55 New Stata for Macintosh released
William Gould and Chinh Nguyen, Stata Corporation, FAX 409-696-4601
A new version of Stata 4.0 for Macintosh, called Stata 4.0+ for Macintosh, is now shipping. This new version is important
in two ways:
1. The new Stata for Macintosh provides native Power Mac support.
2. On both the Power Mac and 680x0 series computers, the new Stata for Macintosh provides the new Stata windowed interface
ﬁrst seen in Stata for Windows, including the spreadsheet editor.
Compared to the existing Stata for Macintosh product, the interface to Stata 4.0+ has been completely redesigned. In addition, all
aspects of dealing with the operating system—saving and printing graphs, saving and printing logs, scrolling, and so on—have
been completely rewritten. That is, we rebuilt Stata for Macintosh from the ground up.
In addition to the new features, our early timings indicate that the 4.0+ version is faster:
Computer Test Old Stata New Stata 4.0+ Ratio
Power Mac 6100 Test 1 33.56 2.47 13.6
Test 2 2940.00 78.22 37.6
Sort 92.10 5.43 17.0
Poisson 5.13 .17 30.2
68040 Quadra 630 Test 1 6.78 8.54 .79
Test 2 402.47 355.53 1.13
Sort 17.85 16.50 1.08























1, make 10 uniformly distributed random variables.























































































































g. Also note, in the old Stata 4.0 for Macintosh these reported timings were
incorrect. The timings were calculated as if they were based on a 100-tick per second clock when Macintoshes
actually use a 60-tick/second clock. To obtain the correct timings with the prior Stata for Mac, reported timings
were multiplied by 100/60.
The timings for the Power Mac compare 4.0+ for Power Mac to the old Stata.noFPU running in emulation mode. Obviously,
most of the improvement is due to elimination of emulation mode but, as the 68040 timings show, Stata 4.0+ is in general faster,



















) is based on bit manipulation and this is the only reduced performance we have found.




o ﬁles were preloaded before execution so that the disk I/O times did not affect the execution time,
although I/O is markedly faster in 4.0+. The old Stata for Mac not only loaded, but ran ado-ﬁles very slowly. The code responsible
for this has been replaced. Stata 4.0+ runs ado-ﬁles faster. The performance improvement for the Poisson test is due to the more
rapid rate at which Stata 4.0+ executes ado-ﬁle code.
It is also worth noting that the old Stata for Macintosh did not poll for the break key or yield processing time to other tasks




t, it never polled! This has been ﬁxed. Stata 4.0+’s times are not only better but
the program itself is more responsive to breaks and yielding processing time to other applications.
We strongly recommend obtaining this upgrade. For Stata 4.0 users, the new Stata 4.0+ for Macintosh diskettes are included
when you purchase the new Getting Started with Stata for Macintosh manual ($30).
an56 Stata for Windows 95 and Stata for WindowsNT released
William Gould and Alan Riley, Stata Corporation, FAX 409-696-4601
Two new products, Stata for Windows
t
m 95 and Stata for WindowsNT
t
m are now shipping. While Stata for Windows 3.1
will run under Windows 95, we expect Windows 95 users will want to switch to a Windows 95 native version of Stata. Here is
a summary of our current Stata for Windows offerings:
￿ Stata for Windows 3.1.
Runs under: Windows 3.1, Windows 95.
Intended user: Windows 3.1.
Description: This is the product we began shipping in January 1995 and that we continue to ship. It is a 32-bit, Windows 3.1
application.Stata Technical Bulletin 3
￿ Stata for Windows 95.
Runs under: Windows 95, WindowsNT.
Intended user: Windows 95 or single user of WindowsNT.
Description: This is a Windows 95 native, 32-bit application and, as such, provides preemptive multitasking and support
for long ﬁlenames. It also has a Windows 95 look and feel.
￿ Stata for WindowsNT.
Runs under: WindowsNT and Windows 95 clients of WindowsNT.
Intended user: Multiuser and/or networked WindowsNT and WindowsNT/Server serving WindowsNT and Windows 95 clients.
Description: This product is, in effect, an extended version of Stata for Windows 95 for dealing with the multiuser and
network aspects of WindowsNT. Stata for WindowsNT is intended for multiuser, networked sites and will support both
WindowsNT and Windows 95 clients.
Existing users of Stata for Windows 3.1 can obtain Stata for Windows 95 for $30, including shipping within the U.S., from us.
Stata for WindowsNT is a new product and, since it is explicitly a multiuser Stata for Windows, has the same pricing as
Stata for Unix.
Stata for Windows 95 runs 10% to 15% faster than does Stata for Windows 3.1 under Windows 3.1. Whereas Stata itself
consumes no more memory, Windows 95 does. We estimate the additional memory consumption to be somewhere between 1







without inducing paging. Our early experiences also indicate that Windows 95 multitasks very well. On a 16-megabyte Pentium,
we ran six simultaneous Stata sessions, each with a 1-megabyte data area and each running certiﬁcation do-ﬁles. All six ran at
reasonable speed and interactive use of other Windows 95 applications was instant.
ip9 Repeat Stata command by variable(s)
Patrick Royston, Royal Postgraduate Medical School, London, FAX (011)-44-181-740-3119
The
b
y varlist feature in Stata is powerful, but works with only a small number of Stata commands (the help ﬁles make













k command allows you to use the Shapiro–Wilk
W statistic to test variable(s) for departure from a



























k does not support
b

























































A major limitation of
b
y is that there is no easy way to store the results of each execution of the Stata command after





r remedies this and gives you two ways to store such results:

































































































r. Details of the options and some remarks are given later.
Examples







a was included on the STB-21 disk to accompany sg26, an insert on fractional polynomials (Royston
and Altman 1994). This ﬁle contains data relating serum immunoglobulin IgG concentrations in children to their age. Here I use





r to test for non-normality of IgG in each of three equal-sized age groups, and to regress
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































k leaves behind several numbers in
$
S # macros, including the number of observations in
$
S


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e and display the regression coefﬁcients and their standard errors. (This example is for illustration





































































































































































































































































) stores the values of global macros which are named in mlist. The macros must evaluate to numbers (strings are
not allowed). The macro names must be separated by space(s). You may append a label, preceded by an
= sign, to each

















e option is used). The label may be no longer than thirteen characters and must not contain spaces, commas,


























































































































































3, respectively, which are “left behind” by each execution of Stata cmd. Results are stored according to the






























) options in global




S# , respectively. The #’s are sequence numbers which correspond to the
numbers of items stored. These sufﬁxes are followed by integer codes which index the combinations of values of the























































g causes Stata cmd to be executed even when a combination of values of any of the variables in varlist involves a



























r, I have attempted to solve an awkward problem: how to incorporate an
i
f phrase, if one is speciﬁed
in Stata cmd, when ﬁltering Stata cmd according to values in varlist. I have done so by searching for
i
f in the part of Stata cmd
which precedes the ﬁrst comma if one is present, or in the whole of Stata cmd if not. There may be types of Stata cmd for
which this will not work correctly, but so far none have been encountered.
References
Royston, P. and D. G. Altman. 1994. sg26: Using fractional polynomials to model curved regression relationships. Stata Technical Bulletin 21: 11–23.
snp6.2 Practical rules for bandwidth selection in univariate density estimation
Isa´ ıas Hazarmabeth Salgado-Ugarte, Makoto Shimizu, and Toru Taniuchi,
University of Tokyo, Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Fisheries, Japan
FAX (011)-81-3-3812-0529, EMAIL fes01@tzetzal.dcaa.unam.mx
The choice of bandwidth (smoothing parameter) is one of the central problems of density estimation. As we noted in
previous inserts (Salgado-Ugarte et al. 1993, 1995), there are several ways to select an appropriate value for this parameter for
histograms, frequency polygons (FPs), averaged shifted histograms (ASH/WARP estimators) and kernel estimators. Some of these
selection methods focus on the optimal number of intervals, while others approximate the optimal bin width by minimizing an
error measurement under speciﬁed conditions.6 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
In this insert, we survey a variety of methods for selecting the bandwidth for univariate density estimation. We also present
several programs that determine useful reference values for the bandwidth when analyzing densities by means of histograms, FPs,
and kernel density estimators, including the average shifted histogram (ASH) and the more general weighted averages of rounded
points (WARP). In addition, we include a new, integrated version of our previous programs for univariate density estimation.
Histogram rules for number of bins and bin width choice
Probably the most famous rule for determining the number of intervals for histogram density estimation was proposed
by Sturges (1926). The rule is based on the ability to divide a normally distributed variable into classes so the expected class
frequencies comprise a binomial series for any sample size,
n, that is a power of two (Doane 1976). Technically, Sturges’s rule
is a procedure to choose the number of intervals, although Sturges explicitly refers to the choice of a class interval. According
to Sturges’s suggestion, the number of bins,










Sturges’s formulation is widely recommended in introductory statistics texts. It has become a guideline for researchers, and
it is often used as a default in statistical programs even when it is inappropriate. For instance, this rule is not applicable when
the data arise from a nonsymmetric, multimodal, or otherwise non-Gaussian distribution (Doane 1976, Scott 1992). Sturges’s
















￿ is an estimate of the standardized skewness coefﬁcient (Doane 1976). For exploratory work, Emerson and Hoaglin
(1983) note that this adjustment involves calculations that could be troublesome without a computer. A more serious drawback
is the nonresistance of the skewness coefﬁcient.
Histogram bin width rules
Scott (1979) derived a formula to calculate the asymptotically optimal bin width, where the criterion of optimality is the
minimum integrated squared error (MISE) of the histogram. Scott’s formula requires prior knowledge of the true density function,
















h is the estimated bin width and
b
￿ is an estimate of the standard deviation of the data.
Scott also analyzed the performance of this rule when it is applied to three reference non-Gaussian distributions: a skewed
distribution (log normal), a heavy-tailed distribution (Student’s
t), and a bimodal distribution (mixture of two normals). From
his simulations, Scott concluded that the Gaussian reference rule
1. oversmooths a log normal density. However, for skewness indexes less than or equal to one, the difference between the
estimated and true optimal bandwidths is less than 30 percent.
2. is insensitive to moderate kurtosis.
3. oversmooths bimodal data when the distance between the modes is greater than two. With distinctly bimodal data, Scott’s
rule is not adequate.
More recently, Scott (1992) has provided correction factors for
b
h, accounting for skewness and kurtosis.
A more robust rule has been proposed by Freedman and Diaconis (1981a,b). This rule replaces the estimated standard















Several authors have compared the performance of the Sturges, Scott, and F–D rules (Emerson and Hoaglin 1983, Scott
1992; see also the technical note in the Stata Reference Manual, 1995) leading to the following consensus:
1. The Scott and Sturges rules closely agree for samples between 50 and 500.
2. For larger samples, Sturges’s rule gives too few bins, leading to oversmoothing.
3. In general, non-Gaussian densities require more bins.Stata Technical Bulletin 7
4. The F–D rule calls for narrower intervals (35 percent more bins) than does Scott’s rule.



















The rules described above provide a simple and useful starting point, but they are not the ultimate answer to the question.
Recent research has focused on ﬁnding data-based procedures that minimize the MISE or related quantities like the asymptotic
mean integrated squared error (AMISE). The procedures described below are some of the fruits of this research. (A more detailed
review is provided by Scott, 1992).
Terrell and Scott (1985) showed that, conditional on some data-based knowledge of the scale of the unknown density, there
exists a useful upper bound for the width of histogram bins. There is no theoretical lower bound on
h as the unknown density



































R is the sample range,
h
O is the optimal bandwidth, and
h
O
S is the oversmoothed bandwidth,t h a ti s ,
the upper bound for





















Choosing a bin width greater than or equal to
h
O
S, or, equivalently, using no more than
k
O
S bins will produce an oversmoothed
estimate. Terrell and Scott conclude that the oversmoothing rules give nearly optimal results for a variety of smooth densities
and produce good density estimates.
Terrell (1990) reﬁned these rules further in his development of the maximal smoothing principle. When the variance of the










































This latter formula is especially useful with skewed data.
The conservative, oversmoothed density estimates generated by these rules are less likely to display spurious structure.
When structural features appear in these conservative estimates, the analyst can have a high degree of conﬁdence that the apparent
structure is authentic. Of course, these procedures may fail to detect structures that can only be found using more specialized
tests (Terrell 1990).
Frequency polygon rules for the number of bins and for bin width choice
In spite of early criticism (Fisher 1932, 1958) of frequency polygons—that is, the representation of the density as the linear
interpolation of the midpoints of a histogram with uniform bin width—the work of Scott (1985b) on the theoretical properties of
univariate and bivariate frequency polygons (FP) has demonstrated that they produce much better estimates than the histogram
(Scott 1992). The improved results provided by the FP are an important aid in ﬁnding the minimum AMISE and, thus, in estimating
the optimal number of bins and bin width.
Compared to the histogram, the FP
1. is a better approximation to continuous densities with linear interpolation over wider bins;
2. loses efﬁciency when the underlying density is discontinuous;




0. On the other hand, quite a large error in bin
width for the FP is required before its MISE is worse than that of the best histogram MISE.














58 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
The estimate of the standard deviation may be a robust one, such as IQR/1.349 (or the
F-pseudosigma). This rule also can be
adjusted by taking into account modiﬁed skewness and kurtosis factors (Scott 1992).
As in the case of histograms, it is possible to deﬁne lower bounds for the bin width or upper bounds for the number of









































The small difference between the oversmoothed rule for FPs and the FP Gaussian rule suggests that the FP-oversmoothed
rule may be used instead of a Gaussian rule when it is difﬁcult to explicitly solve the variational problem (Scott 1992).
Rules for kernel bandwidth choice
In his monograph on density estimation, Silverman (1986) discusses several rules for choosing the bandwidth,
h, when
using kernel density estimators. One approach is the test graph method (Silverman 1978), which consists of drawing the second
derivative of the density estimate,
b
f, for various values of
h and choosing the bandwidth corresponding to the graph with “rapid
well deﬁned ﬂuctuations not fully hiding the systematic variation”. Although some subjectiveness is involved, it appears that the
test graphs amplify the variation in the density estimates, thus the choice of an appropriate bandwidth is not very difﬁcult in
practice. Nevertheless, Silverman recognizes that, because of its dependence on subjective judgments, the test graph method is
useful mainly as a check on the results from other methods.
In addition to the test graph method, Silverman proposed using a standard distribution as a reference, in a manner similar
to Scott’s (1979) use of a reference distribution for the histogram. For instance, if a Gaussian kernel is employed, the optimal















Silverman analyzed the performance of this rule when confronted with non-Gaussian distributions and arrived at conclusions
similar to Scott’s: this rule
1. oversmooths heavily skewed data;
2. shows little sensitivity to kurtosis (using the lognormal and
t distributions); and
3. oversmooths more as the distribution becomes more strongly bimodal.

















This formula performs better in skewed and long-tailed distributions, but increases oversmoothing in the bimodal case. As a


































H¨ ardle prefers this adaptive optimum rule and calls it the “better rule of thumb” (H¨ ardle 1991).
It may be worth noting that the IQR, which is calculated by Stata, is slightly different from the fourth-spread (Tukey 1977,
Hoaglin 1983, Frigge et al. 1989), and many authors use the fourth-spread as their preferred robust measure of spread. In practice,
the difference between the IQR and the fourth-spread decreases as the sample size increases (Hamilton 1992).Stata Technical Bulletin 9












In Silverman’s simulations with a Gaussian kernel, this rule provided an MISE within 10 percent of the optimum for the long-tailed,
asymmetric, and bimodal distributions he considered (Silverman 1986).
Oversmoothed rule for kernels
Based on previous research (Scott and Terrell 1987, Terrell 1990) and using the variance as the measure of scale, Scott






























) is the “roughness” of the kernel and
￿
4
K is the squared kernel variance. These measures are constant characteristics
of each kernel. Table 1 lists the roughness and variance values for some common kernels.





























This latter rule produces bins that are 8 percent wider than those determined from the Gaussian reference rule, using the factor
1.06.
Table 1. Kernel roughnesses and variances for common kernels



















2/16 1 - 8/
￿
2
(Note: the kernels are supported on [-1,1] except for the Gaussian kernel, according to the equations of H¨ ardle 1991 and Scott
1992.)
Least squares cross-validation
Cross-validation (CV) is a well-known procedure for automatically choosing the smoothing parameter. While maximum
likelihood can be used to calculate the CV estimate of the smoothing parameter, it is more common to use least-squares CV
(L2CV). The least-squares approach was suggested by Rudemo (1982) and Bowman (1984) and is based on a very simple idea.
Consider the integrated squared error (ISE) as a measure of the distance,
d
I, between the estimated density,
b
f
h, and the true
























































Note that the ﬁrst term of this expression can be calculated from the data and the last term does not depend on either the
estimated density or
h. Thus only the cross-product term in the middle of the expression must be estimated.10 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
The principle of least-squares CV is to minimize the ﬁrst and second terms of this distance measure with respect to
h. L2CV


























































































Scott and Terrell (1987) showed that the L2CV is an unbiased cross-validation criterion. H¨ ardle (1991) provided an algorithm
for computing L2CV, however this algorithm is quadratic in
n, the number of observations, a drawback that motivated the search
for a more efﬁcient calculation method. In this regard, Silverman (1986) proposed the use of a fast Fourier transform algorithm.
Scott and Terrell (1987) used a modiﬁed ASH procedure. H¨ ardle (1991) presented an efﬁcient algorithm based on the WARP
generalization of ASH. This algorithm is linear in
n.
Biased cross-validation
Taking a different approach, Scott and Terrell (1987) suggested choosing
h to minimize the asymptotic mean integrated
squared error (AMISE). They found this estimator to be biased using the
L
2-norm, thus they named it the biased cross-validation
(BCV) estimator. H¨ ardle (1991) presented the derivation of the general expression for the BCV along with a full set of computational
expressions and an algorithm for calculating the BCV estimator.
Scott and Terrell (1987) compared the performance of the unbiased L2CV and BCV using simulated data. They found that
1. For small samples (n=25), approximately half of the estimated BCV functions had no local minima, although for
n
> 40
all the estimates had a local minimum;
2. BCV had a smaller standard deviation than L2CV;
3. If the underlying density was asymmetric or had heavy tails (Cauchy, lognormal, or Gaussian mixtures), BCV tended to
oversmooth. L2CV produced better estimates despite its greater average dispersion.
These results give some guidance in the choice of an estimator. If the true density is asymmetric, then the L2CV estimator
should be chosen. Otherwise, the BCV estimator is preferred.
Scott (1992) concluded that, the BCV and L2CV procedures are powerful tools for choosing the bin width for histograms






) plot to reveal possible failures of
the procedures (no local minimum for BCV or a degenerate
h
= 0f o rL2CV). If the two procedures produce markedly different
estimates of the bandwidth, Scott suggested choosing the estimate that produces less local noise, especially near the peaks.
Implementation in Stata
As the previous sections have shown, implementing bandwidth selection in Stata is straightforward with the exception of





























w displays a table with the results of the following rules (the number of estimates displayed appears in parentheses):
1. histogram number of bins rules (2),
2. FP oversmoothed number of bins rule (1),Stata Technical Bulletin 11
3. histogram bin width rules (5),
4. FP bin width rules (2), and






w, we use two data sets introduced in our previous insert, snp6.1: the snowfall data (Parzen 1979, H¨ ardle
1991, Scott 1992) and the catﬁsh data consisting of standard body length measures (Salgado-Ugarte 1985). (See snp6.1 for more













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1. Gaussian reference rule estimates, snowfall data Figure 2. Oversmoothed estimates, snowfall data
Figure 1 displays a histogram and frequency polygon for the snowfall data using the Gaussian reference rule to select the bin
width. Both the histogram and the FP were calculated using the revised programs for WARPing density estimation discussed below.
ASH/WARP density estimation overcomes problems associated with the choice of origin of the histogram. As a consequence, our
programs do not permit the user to override the default choice of origin. Figure 1 gives little indication of the multimodality of
these data, although both estimates suggest the possibility of an additional “bump” to the left of the mode.
Figure 2 displays a histogram and FP based on the oversmoothed bin widths. We took a conservative approach and
used the largest oversmoothed bin width. As expected, this approach produces very smooth density estimates. However, in the
oversmoothed FP, there is a hint of a bump to the right of the mode. Thus, it seems worthwhile to employ additional methods
(for example that of Silverman 1981, 1983) to search for a more complex structure.12 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figures 3 and 4 display histograms and FPs for the catﬁsh data using the Gaussian reference rule and the oversmoothed
rule, respectively. Both sets of estimates indicate the data have a complex multimodal structure. At least three modes are easily
identiﬁed, and the oversmoothed results provide strong evidence that these modes are authentic and not artifacts. Further analysis
would naturally focus on characterizing these features of the data distribution. See Izenman and Sommers (1990) for an example
of the strategy to follow. Other recent accounts of multimodality assessment include Comparini and Gori (1986), Roeder (1990),
and M¨ uller and Sawitzki (1991).
As Terrell (1990) suggested, you can use the oversmoothed rules to produce conservative estimates of both histograms






factors listed in Table 1, we can calculate the oversmoothed bandwidth for non-Gaussian weight functions. A simpler approach
is to convert the Gaussian oversmoothed bandwidth to the corresponding bandwidth for any of the kernels listed in Table 2 of











































Figure 3. Gaussian reference rule estimates, catﬁsh data Figure 4. Oversmoothed estimates, catﬁsh data
Following Scott and Terrell (1987) and H¨ ardle (1991), we modiﬁed H¨ ardle’s algorithms in writing ado-ﬁles that produce















p, respectively.Stata Technical Bulletin 13
The WARPing approach is a computationally efﬁcient method that enables us to locate the optimal bandwidth and to carry







￿, it is only necessary to determine the optimal value of
M to ﬁnd the optimal smoothing parameter. As
we noted in the previous description of our Stata programs for WARPing (snp6.1), our ado-ﬁles rely on binary executable ﬁles
(written originally in Turbo Pascal) to perform the compute-intensive portion of the WARPing procedure. This method of calling




















































































￿, the small bandwidth resulting from the shifting of histograms to average. This value is interpreted as the



































) specify the range of





































p displays a graph of the cross-validation value versus
M. This graph allows you to locate visually the





￿.) After the graph is displayed, a table lists the ﬁve
lowest CV values with the corresponding values for
M and








p iteratively to ﬁnd the optimal
bandwidth.
Scott (1992) and H¨ ardle (1991) recommended displaying
M and






























p using the snowfall data. We took a preliminary look at the data , setting
￿
= 1 and using the
default range for














) options). We found that the minimum value of the
CV score is located in the interval 1
<
M





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) indicating the oversmoothed Gaussian





w. Note that H¨ ardle’s estimate was obtained by using the direct algorithm, rather than the WARP
approach. This difference in method accounts for the slight difference in the results (H¨ ardle estimates that
M
= 9, compared to
our estimate that
M







































p produces the same values as H¨ ardle’s programs (using the updated S functions and C programs from
Statlib).14 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
Decreasing
￿ improves the approximation slightly, but the computational cost can easily become excessive. Moreover, it
is clear that the value of the CV score is relatively insensitive to changes in




























)’ yields an estimate of 9.5 for the optimal bandwidth, the same as the estimate obtained by

























































































































As we noted above, by using the conversion factors derived by H¨ ardle (1991) and Scott (1992) and reported in Table 2 of








p displays a graph of the biased CV score against
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suggested triweight kernel bandwidth is 43 which is larger than the oversmoothed
h. In order to compare this estimate with the
Gaussian bandwidth estimated by L2CV, we multiplied the triweight kernel bandwidth by 0.336 to obtain the optimal Gaussian
bandwidth = 14.5. This result is approximately the same as the estimate reported by Scott (1992, Figure 6.16, p. 172) who
employed a Gaussian BCV algorithm.
The associated density estimates are displayed in Figure 7. The smooth line displays the estimate associated with the
L2CV bandwidth estimate, while the dashed line displays the estimate associated with the BCV bandwidth estimate. The L2CV






) produces a very smooth
representation without any evidence of multimodality.
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-.007809
-.007333
Figure 8. Least squares cross validation score for triweight kernel estimation, catﬁsh data
Both the L2CV and BCV procedures estimate the optimal bandwidth to be 8. Figure 10 displays the quartic kernel density
estimate using this estimate of the bandwidth (smooth line) and using Scott’s (1992) oversmoothed estimate (dashed line). Both
density estimates reveal several modes in these data. Scott has pointed out that the concordance between these different criteria
represents substantial evidence that the multimodality is authentic rather than artifactual. Thus, there is a strong evidence for a
multimodal distribution of the standard body length of the catﬁsh.16 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
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.005603
.005729
Figure 9. Biased cross validation score for triweight kernel estimation, catﬁsh data
Other methods for choosing the smoothing parameter
Several other methods not discussed in this insert have been proposed for choosing the smoothing parameter. Two notable
suggestions are bootstrap cross-validation (Taylor 1989) and plug-in methods (Sheather and Jones 1991, Hall, et al. 1991). We
hope that the programs that accompany this insert motivate others to develop new commands to implement these alternative
methods as well. In the meantime, the collection of rules and methods presented above provide powerful and useful insights into
the selection of a smoothing parameter and, ultimately, a density estimate.
There are limitations to all these methods. As many authors have recognized (Marron 1986, Scott 1992), the practice of
examining several estimates using different smoothing parameters is unlikely ever to be entirely replaced by automatic smoothing
methods. From the point of view of exploratory data analysis, all bandwidth choices produce useful estimates; large
h values
reveal such general structural features as symmetry, outliers, modes, and location, while small
h values reveal local structures
which may be real or simply artifacts. Nonetheless, the search for a fully automatic and reliable bandwidth selection procedure
























Figure 10. Density estimates using the L2CV=BCV (smooth line) and Scott’s (dashed line) bandwidth estimatesStata Technical Bulletin 17
A revised collection of programs for univariate density estimation
We close this insert by presenting a revised and integrated version of our programs to perform kernel density estimation
by means of discretized/interpolated and ASH-WARP methods. These programs were originally introduced as a set of separate
ado-ﬁles in snp6.1. We carried out the density estimations presented above using these new commands. The revised versions
have a Stata-like syntax and include several new options. The only signiﬁcant missing feature is the ability to specify weights.
As we noted in previous inserts (Salgado-Ugarte et al. 1993, 1995), kernel densities are estimated at a discrete number
of grid points. In the terminology advanced by Jones (1989), both our grid-based programs and our ASH/WARP implementation
belong to the classes of estimators he denoted as discretized (piecewise constant, histogram-like) or interpolated (piecewise linear,
frequency-polygon-like).








































































































) speciﬁes the number of equally spaced points (that is, the number of grid points) at which the kernel estimates will








) to less than ﬁfty points may



















d displays a graph of the estimated density. The graph can be modiﬁed using any of the options allowed for twoway










) option can be used to produce a discretized, piecewise constant estimate. However,







h option will suppress







d just to calculate and store the density estimate.






















































































) speciﬁes the smoothing parameter,
h, which is the bin width for histograms, FPs, and averaged shifted histograms





























































n calls a binary executable to perform the compute-intensive portion of the estimation procedure. However,
this process is now handled automatically, without prompting the user for additional information. As a consequence, this process
now is invisible to the Stata user.















n. However, the “
s” at the end of








s is an “all-Stata” ado-ﬁle. In other words, all the calculations are performed by Stata, and no
external executable ﬁle is required. Thus, this program can be used across all Stata platforms, not just the DOS-based systems





































































n can be used on DOS systems only. On Unix systems, the Pascal code (supplied on the distribution diskette) can








p and H¨ ardle’s analog in S do not produce the same results. The minima are located at the same value of
M, but the score values are different. We have checked our code and veriﬁed that it corresponds (as far as we can tell) to
the equations, algorithms, and printed programs printed in H¨ ardle (1991). However, there are differences between these printed
algorithms and the versions obtained from Statlib. It would be interesting to perform additional comparisons to resolve these
discrepancies.
Despite these differences in implementation, we found that our results agree overall with those calculated by XploRe
(XploRe Systems 1993).
We would appreciate hearing from users about any problems they encounter with our programs or any suggestions for
improvements.
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This entry describes three commands for analyzing follow-up studies using the simple tabulation and stratiﬁcation methods





s, divides the follow-up time for each subject into







e can be used to tabulate




















e commands, together with the equivalent commands for odds described in a companion






b [5s].20 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27






s divides the follow-up for each record into bands, using a variable which is the time of entry to
the follow-up study on a particular time-scale, such as age, or calendar period, or time in study. Each band of this time scale

























































Before expansion, the variable fup contains the total follow-up time, and the variable fail contains the outcome at exit. The
outcome should be coded to show the type of failure, with ‘
0’ for censored observations. The variable timein contains the entry
time on the time scale on which the observations are being expanded. After expansion, timein and fail contain the entry time and








). The number of new records created is shown. Since the current


















s, to the data set. This variable contains the observation numbers of the original































) is not optional. It deﬁnes the break points for the bands. The ﬁrst and last break points deﬁne the span
of the study, according to the following rules. Records for which the time of exit from the study is less than the ﬁrst break
point are dropped. Similarly records for which the time of entry is greater than the last break point are dropped. Otherwise,
the time of entry is redeﬁned as the larger of time at entry and the ﬁrst break point, and the time of exit is redeﬁned as
the smaller of time at entry and the largest break. Finally, for records in which the time of exit is greater than the largest










) is not optional. This option supplies the name of a new categorical variable to hold the time bands, coded using
















) speciﬁes variables which contain entry times on other time scales. These variables will be appropriately incremented,







During a long follow-up, the rates of morbidity and mortality experienced by a cohort may change. The standard method
of analysis in this situation is to divide the observation time for each subject into bands of time during which the rates are
considered to be constant. The study of events through time is greatly helped by the use of the lexis diagram which is why we




















a. The data arose from a study described more fully in Morris, Marr, and Clayton (1977), and they are




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































n contains the age at entry to the study,
y contains the time the subject spends in the study, and
d contains






































































































































































g is coded one if the total energy consumption is low (
<2750 Kcals) and zero otherwise; it is the
main explanatory variable of interest in this study. Subject 1, who has normal energy consumption, enters at age 49.62 and exits
12.29 years later, when his follow-up is censored. Similarly subject 34, who has low energy consumption, enters at age 59.84
and exits 7.71 years later when he dies from heart disease.
Example 1: Age
In order to control for actual age (as opposed to age at the start of the study), it is necessary ﬁrst to expand the data so that
each new record refers to the observation of a subject through a single age band for which the rate is assumed to be constant.






































































































































































































The output indicates that 26 subjects are less than 40 years of age at entry, and their follow-up has been left censored, that is,
their age at entry has been replaced by 40. The number of new records created acts as a warning that the data set has changed
radically. The note about which variables have been updated is useful when more than one time scale is being considered.























































































































































































































1 has expanded to three records. The ﬁrst refers to the age
band 40–49, coded 40, and the subject spends 0.38 years in this band. The second refers to the age band 50–59, coded 50, and
the subject spends 10 years in this band. Finally the third refers to the age band 60–69, coded 60, and the subject spends 1.91



























t, are simply repeated in the new records. This






Once the records have been expanded, they can be analyzed as if they came from separate independent subjects, using simple








Example 2: Time in study





s to expand the records by (say) ﬁve-year bands of time in study. First we need to clear the






































































































































































































































































































































1 spends ﬁve years in the time band 0–4, ﬁve years in 5–9, and 2.29 years in 10–14. Follow-up in each
of these bands is censored.






s can be used to expand the records on two time scales, such as age and time in study. To do this we





s command can be used sequentially in this





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s, to refer to the age at which the subject enters each
band of time in study.
Example 4: Explanatory variables that change with time
In the previous examples, time itself, in the shape of age or time in study, is the explanatory variable which is to be studied






sometimes be used to expand the records so that in each new record such an explanatory variable is constant over time. For
example, in a study of the effect of bereavement on mortality, (Jagger and Sutton 1991), elderly married couples were followed
in time. Initially both members of a couple were alive, so neither was bereaved, but after the death of one the other became
















































































.Stata Technical Bulletin 23
The ﬁrst two records refer to a couple who entered at 7690 days (elapsed days from January 1, 1960); one died at 7885








p refers to the time of death of the subject’s
spouse. In the next pair of records, both subjects again entered at 7690 days; one died at 10554 days, thus bereaving the other,
the other was still alive at the end of follow-up. To study the effect of bereavement, the second and fourth records need to be
expanded into unbereaved and bereaved parts.
This expansion can be done by creating a new time scale on which time before bereavement (or before exit, if not bereaved)




days before exit, while subject 63 spends 7690
￿ 7885
=
￿195 days before bereavement and 8035
￿ 7885
= 150 days after















































































). The new variable which holds the left-hand
end of the bands should be recoded so that
￿1000
= 0, 0





















) could be used.
The same approach can be taken to the Stanford heart data, described in the Stata Reference Manual ([5s] cox), by setting
the origin of the time scale to the day of the heart transplant, if this happened, and to the day of exit from the study otherwise.
Different types of records
The data for follow-up studies usually start as individual records, where each subject in the study has his or her own
record. These may then be expanded by age or other time scales. For large studies, records are often aggregated by summing
the number of failures and the observation time over records with the same values for a group of explanatory variables. This is































Each new record now contains
D and
Y , the total failures and total observation time, for each combination of values of the
variables in the varlist. These records are closely related to frequency records, and we shall refer to them as Poisson frequency
records.
Tabulating the rate








e command, from either individual










































































) supplies the follow-up time for rates or the expected numbers of cases for standardized mortality ratios (SMRs).
The use of the term “exposure” comes from situations in which the observation time is also the length of time for which
a subject was exposed to risk. It should not be confused with the more common use of the term in epidemiology to refer
to an exogenous explanatory variable. A less ambiguous term, used in demography, is rate multiplier, so called because
the rate (or SMR) multiplied by this quantity yields the number of events, but in this submission we have used the term




























) gives the level for the conﬁdence intervals.
s
m





d produces a test (the score test) for a linear trend of the log rate against the numerical code used for the categories of







2 test for unequal rates (heterogeneity) is produced.24 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-27
Example 5



















), the data set consists of 729 records. The mortality rate


















































































































































































































































g, the result is exactly the same
as it would have been before expansion, provided no records were dropped in expansion.
Standardized Mortality Ratios (SMRs)
The SMR for a cohort is the ratio of the total number of observed deaths to the number expected from age-speciﬁc reference





s, and then multiplying the person years in





e can be used to add the reference rates to the
data set, ready for multiplication by the person-years. A double expansion on age and calendar period can be used to produce
expected numbers from age



















































































e estimates the ratio of the rates of failure for two categories of xvar, controlled for speciﬁed confounding variables,













e assumes xvar is quantitative and calculates a one-degree-of-freedom test for trend. It also calculates an
approximate estimate of the rate ratio for a one unit increase in xvar. This is a one-step Newton–Raphson approximation to the
maximum likelihood estimate and is equal to the ratio of the score statistic,
U, to its variance,
V (Clayton and Hills, p. 103).






















) supplies the corresponding total person-years observation. The remaining variables are
categorical variables that are to be controlled for using stratiﬁcation. Strata are deﬁned by cross-classiﬁcation of all these variables
and the rate ratio estimate is combined over strata using the Mantel–Haenszel method. Conﬁdence intervals are calculated for






) for the variance of the log of the MH estimate (Clayton and Hills, p. 146). In those






) option, the variation of rate ratios with further categories may be explored. When this option is used, a
















) speciﬁes categorical variables by which the rate ratio is to be tabulated. A separate rate ratio is produced for each category














) speciﬁes the categories of xvar to be compared;
v
1 deﬁnes the numerator and
v







e is absent and there are only two categories, the second is compared to the ﬁrst; when there are more than








) gives the level for the conﬁdence intervals.
Example 6






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This example illustrates what happens when xvar is a quantitative variable, in this case
h
t
5, the result of grouping height





















































































































































































































































































































































e now tests for a trend of heart disease rates with height, and also provides a rough estimate of the rate ratio for a

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note that since the RR estimates are approximate, the test for their equality is also approximate.
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This entry describes two commands for analyzing case–control and prevalence studies using the simple tabulation and







s tabulates the odds against the






























s commands, together with equivalent commands for







The outcome for each subject is whether the subject is a case or a control in a case–control study, or whether the subject
exhibits the disease or not in a prevalence study. Being a case or having the disease is coded 1, and we shall refer to this outcome




l. This terminology ties in with that used




l records whether or not a subject fails during the ﬁve years, and the commands described here can be used to compare the
risk between groups.
Different types of records
The data for case–control and prevalence studies can be arranged in three different ways. Most common is individual records,
where each subject in the study has his or her own record. Closely related are frequency records where identical individual
records are included only once, but with a variable giving the frequency with which the record occurs. Frequency records can
be obtained from individual records by generating a variable
o
n










































l as well as over
o
n




























Each record then contains
D, the number of failures out of
N subjects, together with the other variables. For convenience we
shall refer to this type of record as a binomial frequency record.
































































s tabulates the odds of failure against a categorical explanatory variable xvar. When xvar is absent, the overall odds












) supplies the number of subjects for binomial frequency records. For individual and simple frequency records this








































































































s estimates the ratio of the odds of failure for two categories of xvar, controlled for speciﬁed confounding variables,













e assumes xvar to be a quantitative variable and calculates a one-degree of freedom test for trend. It
also calculates an approximate estimate of the rate ratio for a one unit increase in xvar. This is a one-step Newton–Raphson
approximation to the maximum-likelihood estimate calculated as the ratio of the score statistic,
U, to its variance,
V (Clayton
and Hills, 1993, p. 103).
The variable fail is coded 0/1 for individual and simple frequency records and equals the number of failures for binomial
frequency records. The remaining variables preceding the options are categorical variables that are to be controlled for using
stratiﬁcation. Strata are deﬁned by cross-classiﬁcation of all of these variables, and the odds ratio estimate is combined over
strata using the Mantel–Haenszel method. Using the
b
y option, the variation of the combined odds ratio with further categorical
variables can be explored. The formula used for the variance of the Mantel–Haenszel estimate is the one given in Clayton and
Hills (p. 178). This simple formula has been justiﬁed by Martyn Plummer (1995).
A warning message is printed if some of the strata in the Mantel–Haenszel estimate of the effect of xvar make no contribution
















) speciﬁes categorical variables by which the odds ratio is to be tabulated. A separate odds ratio is produced for each
category or combination of categories, and a test whether these separate odds ratios are unequal is given. The same treatment














) gives the categories of xvar to be compared;
v
1 deﬁnes the numerator and
v








is absent and there are only two categories, the second is compared to the ﬁrst; when there are more than two categories an







) gives the level for the conﬁdence intervals.
Example













s with the data from the Ille-et-Villaine study of oesophageal cancer discussed
in Breslow and Day (1980, chapter 5). The data are in the form of binomial frequency records in which
D is the number of
cases and
H the number of (healthy) controls for each combination of six age-groups, four levels of alcohol, and four levels of
tobacco. The derived variable









s can be used to tabulate the odds against a single






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s is to estimate the effect of alcohol controlled






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The results show an effect of alcohol, controlled for age, of about




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































shows an effect of tobacco, controlled for age, of about
￿1.5, which is consistent across different levels of alcohol consumption.
Comparisons between particular levels of alcohol and tobacco consumption can be made by generating a new variable with




















































































































































































































































































which shows an odds ratio of 93 between subjects with the highest levels of alcohol and tobacco, and those with the lowest
levels.
Matched case–control studies
Matched case–control studies, where cases and controls in each matched set share common values of the matching variables,






s by controlling on the variable used to identify the matched sets. For example, when the variable
s
e



















will do the job. Note that any attempt to control for further variables will restrict the analysis to the comparison of cases and
matched controls that share the same values of these variables. In general, this would lead to the omission of many records from




) option. An important




) option without loss
of data.






s to analyze matched case–control studies using the study of endometrial cancer and exposure
to oestrogens described in Breslow and Day (1980, chapter 5). In this study, there are 4 controls matched to each case, and
Breslow and Day start by analyzing the 1:1 study formed by using the ﬁrst control in each set. To examine the effect of exposure


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the case of the 1:1 matched study, the Mantel–Haenszel methods are equivalent to conditional likelihood methods. The




















































































































































s. In the more general 1:m matched study,
however, the Mantel–Haenszel methods are no longer precisely the same as maximum conditional likelihood, although they
usually agree quite closely.
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3 because age was one of the matching variables.
The full set of matched controls can be used in the same way. For example, the effect of exposure to oestrogen is obtained
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